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Abstract 

 
Recent research on scientific collaboration 

shows that distributed interdisciplinary collabora-
tions report comparatively poor outcomes, and the 
inefficiency of the coordination mechanisms is par-
tially responsible for the problems. To improve in-
formation sharing between past collaborators and 
future team members, or reuse of collaboration rec-
ords from one project by future researchers, this pa-
per describes systems that automatically construct a 
knowledge base of the meetings from the calendars of 
participants, and that then link reference to those 
meetings found in email messages to the correspond-
ing meeting in the knowledge base. This is work in 
progress in which experiments with a publicly avail-
able corporate email collection with calendar entries 
show that the knowledge base population function 
achieves high precision (0.98, meaning that almost 
all knowledge base entities are actually meetings) 
and that the accuracy of the linking from email mes-
sages to knowledge base entries (0.90) is already 
quite good. 
 
1. Introduction  
 

Many collaborations in science between distribut-
ed and interdisciplinary researchers are inspired by 
the vision that bringing diverse partners together as a 
cohesive team can yield more than the sum of its 
parts. However, studies of actual scientific collabora-
tions sometimes reveal quite different results. For 
example, a study by Cummings and Kiesler of teams 
in the NSF Information Technology Research pro-
gram found that collaborations involving larger num-
bers of universities and larger numbers of disciplines 
tended to produce fewer patents and fewer publica-
tions. Other studies show that the outcomes of col-
laborative projects are adversely affected by distance 
[2] and coordination difficulties [3]. 

These results have led to increased interest in 
computational support for coordination and collabo-
ration in distributed and interdisciplinary projects [1, 
2, 4].  Despite this interest, a 2005 survey of 71 re-
search projects found that 84% of the teams coordi-

nate using phone or email discussions [4]. That result 
tends to confirm results reported in 2000 by Olson 
and Olson showing that the most popular collabora-
tion technologies at the time were telephone, fax, 
email, audio conferencing, voice mail, and attach-
ments to email. Today we might add videoconferenc-
ing services such as Skype, short message apps such 
as Twitter, shared document editing services such as 
Google Docs, and shared calendar systems such as 
Outlook to that list.  

Fundamentally, however, the information space 
of coordination tools remains largely balkanized, 
with many specialized tools each containing a piece 
of the puzzle. This poses challenges for new mem-
bers of a research team, who need to learn to navigate 
a complex social system in which expertise is distrib-
uted in ways that may not be easily discerned. This 
balkanization also poses even greater challenges for 
future researchers who might benefit from rich access 
to the records of completed projects, because many of 
the support structures available to members of current 
projects (e.g., disciplinary mentors or local team 
leaders) will no longer be functioning in those roles.   

These considerations have led us to focus on re-
constructing links between otherwise disconnected 
components of a project’s information space. In ear-
lier work, we have focused on connecting mentions 
of people that are found in email messages to the 
specific people who were being mentioned, the task 
of entity linking [blinded].  In this paper, we take the 
next step by broadening our focus to activities, and in 
particular to meetings.  Following the process that we 
have previously applied to mentions of people, we 
introduce the task of meeting linking. We first identi-
fy as many meetings as we reliably can (in this case, 
using calendar entries) to construct a knowledge base 
of meetings, and then we seek to link mentions of 
meetings in natural language in email to the specific 
mentioned meeting in the knowledge base.  Our work 
is bottom up in the sense that we are seeking to build 
technical capabilities that can ultimately be used, 
both by new members of a project and by future re-
searchers, but our focus at this point is on how well 
our systems work; we are not yet ready to study how 
they will actually be used. 



The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. The Background section reviews some of the 
relevant prior work. The Test Collection section then 
introduces the collection, which (for practical reasons 
involving availability and redistribution rights) are 
drawn from a corporate system rather than from a 
scientific collaboration. The System Framework 
section gives an overview of the proposed system, 
and the System Design section describes the 
knowledge base population and linking processes in 
detail. This is followed by the Experiments section, 
which presents evaluation results for our system. Fi-
nally, the Conclusion and Future Work section 
concludes with a discussion of the implications of 
these results and some thoughts on next steps. 
 
2. Background 
 

Natural language processing can be used in a 
number of ways to characterize conversational con-
tent (e.g., email or recorded teleconferences). Here 
we focus on knowledge base population and refer-
ence linking.  Knowledge base population systems 
can be used to build collection-specific knowledge 
bases by automatically extracting person [5] or or-
ganization entities [6] from a large collection of 
emails. Entity linking systems [8, 9, 10, 13, 29] have 
been used to link the named mentions of person, or-
ganization and location entities in emails [8, 9] or 
phone recordings [10, 14] to collection-specific 
knowledge bases and to general-coverage knowledge 
bases (e.g., those derived from Wikipedia). When the 
resulting knowledge base is used to support infor-
mation access, this can result in improved precision, 
and sometimes also in improved recall.   

Elsayed et al. [5] proposed a method to build a 
collection-specific person knowledge base for an 
email collection by treating the email addresses found 
as senders or recipients in the collection as candidate 
entities. The person name variants (e.g., first name, 
last name, nickname) associated with the email ad-
dresses are mined from the header, salutation, signa-
ture or the email address itself. Gao et al. [6] pro-
posed a method to build a collection-specific organi-
zation knowledge base for an email collection by 
extracting the domain names (e.g., enron.com is the 
domain name for john.smith@enron.com) from the 
email addresses in the collection as the set of candi-
date organization entities. Associated name variants 
for each organization entity are then mined from four 
sources: the first returned webpage by posing the 
domain name as a keyword search to Google, the 
Wikipedia page that best matches the domain name, 
organization names found in signature blocks and 
body of messages sent from that domain.   

Entity linking for dissemination-oriented content 
(e.g., news articles) has been widely studied by re-
searchers for years [16, 24]. However, the task of 
entity linking for conversational content [8, 9, 10, 25, 
26, 27, 28] raises new challenges as the context need-
ed to understand the conversation might not be clear-
ly stated. Also the referent entities (e.g., person, or-
ganization) mentioned in the conversations might be 
absent from the publicly available knowledge bases 
(e.g., Wikipedia, DBpedia), so that collection-
specific knowledge bases are needed. Elsayed et al. 
[8] proposed a person identify resolution system by 
using evidence from four sources: the email contain-
ing the mention; the path from the email message 
containing the mention to the root of the discussion 
(PTR); PTRs containing similar conversational par-
ticipants, and PTRs containing similar content.  

Gao et al. [9] built what is currently the state-of-
the-art system for the task of linking person named 
mentions in email messages to collection-specific 
person knowledge base by training a supervised 
learning system with a large set of features. Those 
features were constructed based on string matching 
between the mention and the name variants for send-
ers or recipients of the message, social network fea-
tures, lexical evidence for topical similarity, and tai-
lored features that might suggest the absence of the 
referent in the knowledge base. Importantly, Gao et 
al.’s system was also able to recognize mentions that 
refer to entities absent from the knowledge base (so-
called NIL mentions, which indicate that no matching 
entity exists in the knowledge base). Later, Gao et al. 
[9] extended the system to link three types of named 
mentions (i.e., person, organization, location) to mul-
tiple knowledge bases (i.e., a general knowledge base 
built from Wikipedia, and the collection-specific per-
son and organization knowledge). 

Another related task is the Knowledge Base Ac-
celeration task at the Text Retrieval Conference 
(TREC) [15]. The knowledge base acceleration task 
aims to identify documents that contain a mention, 
given the entity for which a mention is desired. 
Knowledge base acceleration is intended for filtering 
a high-volume stream to find documents that could 
then be mined for attributes of entities to help enrich 
the knowledge base. Entity and event linking are one 
step in the knowledge base population pipeline. The 
Text Analysis Conference (TAC) Event Argument 
Extraction and Linking shared-task evaluation [11, 
12] aims to extract information about entities and the 
roles they play in events. That task includes a subtask 
of recognizing mentions of events in dissemination-
oriented sources (news articles or discussion forums), 
for which publicly reported or publicly discussed 
events (attacks, injury, elections, etc.) are of interest. 



Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Organizes (CA-
LO) [17, 18, 19, 20], a project supported by the De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), explored integrating numerous computer-
based technologies to assistant users in different lev-
els, including organizing and prioritizing information 
from different sources (e.g., email, appointments, 
web pages), mediating human communications by 
generating meeting transcripts, tracking action item 
assignments, and detecting roles of participants.  
 
3. Test Collection 
 

For the initial experiments reported in this paper 
we have used the Avocado email collection [22] 
available from the Linguistic Data Consortium. The 
collection contains 614,369 email messages (after de-
duplication, for which a standard de-duplicated set is 
provided with the collection) extracted from 279 
email accounts of a defunct information technology 
company.1 Most of the accounts are those of Avoca-
do employees, while the remainder of them are 
shared accounts such as “Marketing Group” or sys-
tem accounts such as “Conference Room”.  

Figure 1 shows a manually constructed example 
that is similar to email messages found in the collec-
tion. Information such as the date sent, senders and 
recipients (collectively, “participants”), subject, new 
message content, and quoted text from earlier mes-
sages are typically present. There are three types of 
calendar-like entries within the email accounts: 
76,902 appointments (e.g., Communications meeting, 
system test meeting), 26,980 schedule items (e.g., 
depart to NY, pick up kids), and 15,473 tasks (e.g., 
portal update, testing on the hour). In this paper, we 
focus on the work-related meetings with multiple 
participants. Most of the “schedule” and “task” en-
tries contain no evidence of discussions between mul-
tiple participants. Therefore, we only consider the 
“appointment” entries when building our collection-
specific meeting knowledge base. Figure 2 shows a 
manually constructed example that is representative 
of an appointment entry, in this case for a “Marketing 
Group Meeting”. The owner of the appointment 
(Margaret Johnson), start time (2001-10-09), recur-
rence information, and the description of the meeting 
(located in “text/001/001-000050-AP.txt”) are easily 
obtained from the XML.  

                                                
1 Avocado is a pseudonym, used to refer to the company.  As 
required by the LDC Avocado user agreement, all examples in this 
paper are manually constructed to be representative of the nature of 
the content of the collection, but details such as the names of peo-
ple and the dates and description of events have been changed. 

 
Figure 1: Email message example. 

 

 
Figure 2: Appointment entry sample. 

 
There are appointment entries for 226 of the 279 

email accounts. Figure 3 shows the number of email 
messages and number of appointment entries within 
these email accounts. Each bar represents the number 
of appointments for an email account, following the 
scale of y-axis on the right. The line represents the 
number of email messages for each account follow-
ing the scale of y-axis on the left. In general, there is 
no strong correlation between the number of messag-
es and the number of appointment entries (Kendall’s 
tau [23] is 0.23; where 1 is the strongest positive cor-
relation and 0 indicates no correlation). The email 
accounts with the most messages are more likely to 
either be shared accounts (e.g., Marketing Group) or 
a person who serves as a communication hub (e.g., 
the president of the company). Similarly, the email 
accounts with the greatest number of appointment 
entries are more likely to be shared accounts or meet-
ing coordinators.  

Figure 4 shows the number of email messages 
and appointment entries by year. Again, the line rep-
resents the number of email messages following the 
scale on the left y-axis, and the bars represent the 
number of appointment entries following the scale on 
the right y-axis. There is strong correlation (Ken-
dall’s tau of 0.73) between the two distributions. The 
increasing email activity and the increasing number 
of meetings between 1994 to 2001 reflects both the  

Date: Tue, 9 Oct 2001, 14:44:40 -0700 (PDT) 
From: john.smith@avocadoit.com 
To: margaret.johnson@avocadoit.com 
Subject: Re: Marketing group meeting 

Notes attached. 

——-Original Message——— 
From: Johnson, Margaret 
To: Smith, John 
Sent: Monday, 8 Oct 2001, 10:39 AM 

I have to skip the group meeting tomorrow. Could you please 
send me the notes afterwards? 

<item id="001-000050-AP" type=“appointment” owner=“margaret.johnson"> 
        <files> 
            <file type="text" path="text/001/001-000050-AP.txt"/> 
        </files> 
        <metadata> 
            <field name="start">2001-10-09T10:00:00Z</field> 
            <field name="end">2001-10-09T11:00:00Z</field> 
            <field name="is_recurring">1</field> 
            <field name="recurrence_end">2001-08-07T10:00:00Z</field> 
            <field name="recurrence_start">2002-08-07T10:00:00Z</field> 
            <field name=“subject">Marketing Group Meeting</field> 
         </metadata> 
</item>



 
Figure 3: Number of email messages (line) and 

appointment entries (bars) for each email account, in 
descending order of the number of email messages. 
 

 
Figure 4: Number of email messages (line) and 

appointment entries (bars) by year. 
 

growth of the company and the fact that some people 
retained more older email and calendar entries than 
did others, while the sharp decrease from 2002 to 
2003 might reasonably be interpreted as reflecting 
changes in the company as it adjusted to new circum-
stances in the aftermath of the dot com bubble, and 
then ultimately failed. 
 
4. System Framework 
 

There are five stages in the framework for our 
system, as shown in Figure 5: collection-specific 
meeting knowledge base population, query prepara-
tion, triaging candidates, feature construction, and 
prediction. The first step, collection-specific 
knowledge base population, extracts the appointment 
entries that are likely to refer to work-related meet-
ings as the meeting entries in the knowledge base. 
We created guidelines to standardize our definition of 
a meeting for the experiments reported in this paper: 
(1) there should be multiple participants in a meeting 
(e.g., “interview with Greg Kelly” is a meeting, while 
“Depart at 10:20AM” is not); (2) the owner of the 
appointment should show intent to go to the meeting 
(e.g., the owner may go to the “marketing group  

 
Figure 5: System Framework. 

 
meeting”, but may not for “pizza in the kitchen”); (3) 
meetings are expected to include some discussion 
(e.g., calls, video chats, and presentations are con-
sidered as meetings, while tasks such as “portal up-
date test” are not); (4) the status indicated in an entry 
(i.e., Updated, Accepted or Cancelled) does not affect 
whether it is a meeting (so even cancelled meetings 
are meetings, since they can be referenced in the 
text). Appointment entries that meet these criteria 
were extracted as the candidate meeting entries. Can-
didate meeting entries that are owned by different 
accounts are then merged if there is sufficient evi-
dence that they refer to the same meeting. The result-
ing set of meeting entries constitutes the collection-
specific knowledge base. The details of this 
knowledge base population process are presented in 
Section 5.1.  

The second step is query preparation. We filter 
the email collection and select the email messages 
that contain the string “meet” in either subject or 
body of the message. Manual annotation of 300 ran-
domly selected email messages by the first author of 
this paper found that this string match technique 
achieves a recall 0.98 and a precision 0.79 for identi-
fying messages that contain a mention of a meeting. 
The false positives include cases when “meet” is re-
ferring to a general concept rather than a specific 
meeting (e.g., no meeting today, meet the require-
ments). The very few false negatives include cases 
when the sender of the email messages uses other 
terms to refer to a meeting (e.g., Call me, let’s dis-
cuss this tomorrow). According to the manual anno-
tations, 8.9% of the randomly selected messages re-
ferred to an existing meeting, while 4.6% of the ran-
domly selected messages contained an invitation to a 
meeting (e.g., can we meet tomorrow).  The remain-
ing 86.5% of the messages were not meeting related. 
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The third step is candidate triage, in which the 
goal is to select some (usually) small number of 
meetings in the knowledge base that could plausibly 
be the referent of a meeting mention. To do this, in-
dications of the meeting’s date are first extracted 
from the subject and the body of the message. Meet-
ing entries from the knowledge base are then selected 
as candidates if (1) the meeting is on that date or (if 
no meeting date indications were found) within some 
specified time range before or after the date on which 
the message was sent, and (2) there is at least some 
participant or topical evidence for the reference. NIL 
is included as a candidate in every case so that the 
system has the opportunity to rank NIL along with 
every other candidate. The details of the triaging step 
are described in Section 5.2.  

For each pair composed of mention of a meeting 
and a candidate meeting that survives the triage pro-
cess for that mention, a large set of features are then 
created in the feature construction stage to calculate 
the probability that the message is referring to a par-
ticular meeting candidate. As explained in Section 
5.3, these features are categorized into four groups 
for presentation purposes. The Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) regression model nu-SVR from 
LibSVM [7] is then used with a radial basis function 
kernel to learn a model that is capable of ranking the 
candidate meetings for each mention. The top ranked 
candidate, possibly NIL, is the system’s prediction of 
the meeting to which the mention refers. 
 
5. System Design 
 

We first introduce our knowledge base population 
technique (Section 5.1), followed by the triage meth-
od linking (Section 5.2), and a description for the 
features used for prediction (Section 5.3). 
 
5.1 Knowledge Base Population 
 

We have built a rule-based system to recognize 
calendar entries that are likely to be work-related 
meetings. We first calculate the term frequency of 
each word appearing in the subjects and descriptions 
of appointment entries. The 16 most frequently used 
words (e.g., meet, call) in work-related appointment 
entries are manually selected as the positive alert list; 
appointment entries containing one or more words in 
the positive alert list are candidate meeting entries. 
Appointment entries with a specific location attribute 
(e.g., conference room) are also candidate meeting 
entries. Additionally, appointment entries with 
known person names in the subject or description 
(e.g., one on one with John) are considered as candi-
date meeting entries. To construct the set of known 

person names we follow the techniques introduced by 
Elsayed and Oard [5] to first build a collection-
specific person knowledge base. The known names 
are then all known name variants (e.g., first name, 
last name, nicknames) for every person who has sent 
or received email in the Avocado email collection.   

We also built a negative alert list (e.g., depart, 
birthday) containing 8 words that are manually se-
lected in a similar manner to recognize appointment 
entries that do not refer to work-related meetings. 
Candidate meeting entities containing one or more 
words in the negative alert list are removed from the 
candidate set. This process results in a total of 43,499 
appointment entries that are recognized as meetings. 
To evaluate the efficacy of this way of identifying 
candidate meeting entries, the first author of this pa-
per randomly selected 100 appointment entries and 
determined whether each entry was a meeting. The 
system made the same decision as the human annota-
tor on 95 of those 100 cases, for a recall of 97% and a 
precision of 98%. The same meeting might appear in 
more than one calendar since every meeting has at 
least two participants. Any candidate meeting entries 
that share the same start time, subject and description 
are therefore merged to produce the final set of meet-
ing entries in the collection-specific meeting 
knowledge base. A total of 30,449 meeting entries 
are recognized in this way. 
 
5.2 Linking: Candidate Triage 
 

For each email message containing a detected 
meeting mention (i.e., each message containing the 
string “meet”), the candidate triage step of the linking 
process aims to recognize a small set of meeting en-
tries in the knowledge base that might be the true 
referent. There are two phases in the triage step. In 
the first phase, we select the candidates from the 
knowledge base based on temporal information (e.g., 
only meeting entries on December 12 can be candi-
dates for email message “feedback for our Dec. 12th 
meeting”). We first use the Stanford Temporal Tag-
ger [21] to recognize the references to dates (e.g., 
tomorrow, Thursday, Dec. 12) in the subject field of 
the email and in the sentences containing the string 
“meet” in the email body. For example, the sentences 
“feedback for our Dec. 12th meeting” in a message 
sent on 2000-12-13, “notes for our Tuesday meeting” 
in a message sent on 2000-12-10, and “plan for our 
meeting tomorrow” in a message sent on 2000-12-11 
would be recognized and judged as referring to a 
meeting on 2000-12-12. If a specific date is identi-
fied, only the meeting entries on that date are re-
trieved as the candidates. Otherwise, if any word in 
the subject field of the email message matched any of 



the 4 words on a list that we manually created that 
suggest that the meeting should happen after the mes-
sage sent date (e.g., agenda, plan) or any of the 5 
words on a manually created list that suggest that the 
meeting occurred before the sent date (e.g., feed-
back), we take all candidates in a 7-day range on that 
side of the message. Absent such cues, all the meet-
ing entries within 7 days before or after the sent date 
of the email message are retrieved as the initial can-
didate meetings.   

In the second triage phase we narrow the list of 
candidates by searching for the participants or topical 
contexts matching attributes of each candidate meet-
ing. Candidate meetings with no evidence of being 
the true referent are removed from the candidate set. 
We first check the calendars of the email message 
participants. If the email message is between A and 
B, then a meeting at which A and B were present 
could be a potential match. Thus, a meeting is con-
sidered as a candidate if it is in two or more than two 
calendars of the email participants, or if it contains 
the name of at least one of the participants in the 
meeting subject or description. Evidence supporting 
retention could also be found in topical context (e.g., 
“group meeting with First Tech” could be a candidate 
for email message “meeting with First Tech”). To 
check this we extract capitalized words (“Marketing” 
and “Group” from email message subject or phrase 
“Marketing Group Meeting”), other than those that 
contain the string from a 5 manually selected word 
list (e.g., meet), words indicating time (e.g., Dec.) or 
status (e.g., Updated), from the subject field of the 
message and the phrases in the email containing the 
word “meet” (the phrases are segmented by stop 
words). A candidate meeting entry is retained if it 
contains at least one topical term. After this second 
triage phase, the average number of candidates for 
each query email message is 11.4 and the median is 
6. This two-stage triage process achieves 96% recall 
on retrieving referenced meetings.  
 
5.3 Linking: Feature Design 
 

Let 𝑄 be the email messages in the evaluation set 
(all of which contain the string “meet”), and 𝑀 be the 
collection-specific meeting knowledge base. For each 
email message 𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 and meeting 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀, we first 
identify their extended contexts as 𝑓(𝑃, 𝑆,𝐵,𝑇) , 
where 𝑃 represents the participants (sender and recip-
ients) for message 𝑞 or the owners of meeting 𝑚, 𝑆 is 
the subject field for 𝑞 or the meeting subject for 𝑚, 𝐵 
is the sentences in the email message body that con-
tain the word “meet” for 𝑞 or the description of meet-
ing 𝑚, and 𝑇 is the sent date for 𝑞 or the meeting date 
for 𝑚. Let 𝜇! ∈ 𝑀 be the set of candidate meetings 

for query 𝑞!  retrieved from the knowledge base 𝑀, 
after triage.  We then compute 18 features 𝔇 =
{𝒟 𝑞! ,𝑚! } , where each feature 𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚!  is ex-
pected to have some predictive value for whether a 
candidate meeting 𝑚! ∈ 𝜇! is the true referent of the 
meeting mentioned in email message 𝑞! ∈ 𝑄 . The 
features are organized here for presentation purposes 
into four feature groups by the type of evidence that 
was used for feature construction.  

 
5.3.1 Temporal Features. This set of 2 features is 
built based on the temporal information of email 
message 𝑞!  and the candidate meeting 𝑚!. We calcu-
late the unsigned number of days from the email sent 
date to the meeting date: 

𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚! ≔ | 𝑇! − 𝑇!  |.          (1) 

There could be multiple dates extracted from the 
email message by the Stanford Temporal Tagger 
(e.g., both 2001-10-09 and 2001-10-08 are extracted 
from the message in figure 1). We therefore use a 
second feature to calculate the minimum absolute 
days from the meeting date to any of the extracted 
dates in the email message. 
 
5.3.2 Participant Features. We build 6 features 
from the participants in the email message. One fea-
ture calculates the number of common participants 
between email message 𝑞!  and candidate meeting 𝑚!: 

𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚! ≔ | 𝑃! ∩ 𝑃!   |.          (2) 

A second feature is Boolean, set to 1 when there are 
at least two common participants. The other 4 fea-
tures are based on known name variants (identified as 
described in section 5.1) for each participant 𝑝 ∈ 𝑃! 
in message 𝑞!. Let 𝑁 = 𝑛  be the known name vari-
ants for 𝑝. We build one feature to calculate number 
of participants that have any name variant match in 
the meeting subject  
𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚! ≔ I( n ∈ N: n ∩ 𝑆! ≠ ∅ > 0)! ∈!! ,  (3) 

where I is the Indicator function. We build another 
feature to calculate the number of participants that 
have any name match in the meeting description by 
substituting 𝐵!  for 𝑆!  in equation (3)). Finally, we 
build 2 Boolean features that indicate if there is any 
name variant match in either the meeting subject or 
the meeting description. 
 
5.3.3 Topical Features. As mentioned in Section 
5.2, terms indicating the topic of the meeting are ex-
tracted from the email message in the triage step. We 
build 4 features based on the term match between 
email message 𝑞!  and candidate 𝑚! . For each mes-
sage 𝑞! , let 𝐾! = {𝑘} be the topic indicative terms. 



We build features to calculate the sum of the term 
frequencies of these terms in the meeting subject 𝑆!: 

𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚! ≔ TF(k,  𝑆!)! ∈!! ,       (4) 

where TF(k,  𝑆!) is the frequency of term 𝑘 in meet-
ing subject 𝑆!, or the sum of the term frequencies of 
the topic indicative terms in the meeting description 
(substituting 𝐵! for 𝑆! in equation (4)). Two addition-
al features are computed by taking the importance of 
each topic indicative term (as calculated by Inverse 
Document Frequency in the meeting knowledge 
base) into consideration (e.g., “Financing” is more 
informative than “Group” in this context).  The sub-
ject field feature is computed as: 

𝒟 𝑞! , 𝑚! ≔ TF k,  𝑆! ×IDF(k)! ∈!! ,   (5) 

where the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) of 
term 𝑘 is calculated based on the union of the subject 
and description fields of for each meeting in the 
knowledge base, defined in equation (6). The descrip-
tion field feature is computed by substituting (the use 
of 𝐵!  for  𝑆!  in equation (5)). In general, the more 
meeting entries the keyword appears in, the less in-
formative it is. 

IDF t ≔ log !
|!∈!:!∈{!!,!!}|

×|𝑀|,  (6) 

 
5.3.4 NIL Features. There are 6 features constructed 
to indicate whether the true referenced meeting might 
be absent from the knowledge base – the NIL case. 
We build one feature to indicate if the current candi-
date is the special NIL candidate that we add to each 
list (this allows the ranker to learn to treat the NIL 
candidate differently if that turns out to be helpful). 
Other features encode: if there are no candidate meet-
ings on the specific meeting date in the query email 
message 𝑞!; if there is a word (e.g., cancel) indicating 
the cancellation of the meeting in the message subject 
 𝑆!; if there is one of those same words indicating the 
cancellation of the meeting in the topical context  𝐵!; 
if there is no topic indicative term match in any of the 
candidates; or if the current candidate meeting 𝑚! is 
cancelled (with status “Cancelled”). 
 
6. Experiments  
 

This section introduces the test collection (Sec-
tion 6.1) and evaluation measures (Section 6.2). We 
evaluate the efficacy of linking to known (i.e., Non-
NIL) meetings (Section 6.3), separately analyze the 
utility of each feature group (Section 6.4), and con-
duct a feature addition study (Section 6.5). Finally, 
we discuss the linking for NIL cases (Section 6.6). 
 

6.1 Test Collection 
 

Table 1: Statistics on the training and test sets. 
 Training Testing 
Known meetings 7,101	 7,254	
Meeting-related email messages 4,116 7,276 
Messages chosen for annotation 617	 542	
Non-NIL annotations 200	 160	

 
To evaluate the efficacy of our meeting linking 

system we split the email collection and the meeting 
knowledge base into disjoint training and testing sets. 
The 226 email accounts with appointment entries are 
randomly divided into the training and testing sets of 
equal size. In the training set, we designate as poten-
tial “query” email messages those sent on or before 
2000-12-31 that contain at least one participant in the 
training accounts (and the string “meet”). The 
knowledge base for training is constructed solely 
from the calendars of the training accounts. In the 
testing set, the potential query email messages are 
those sent on or after the date of 2001-01-01 that con-
tain at least one participant in the testing accounts 
(and the string “meet”). The knowledge base for test-
ing is constructed solely from the calendars of the 
testing accounts.  

Table 1 shows the basic statistics on the training 
and testing sets. The first author of the paper annotat-
ed 617 randomly selected meeting-related email mes-
sages (Total annotations) and was able to link 200 
messages (Non-NIL annotations) to the meeting en-
tries. For the remaining 417 email messages, the an-
notator was not able to find the referenced meeting 
entries either because the true referents are absent 
from the knowledge base, or because the true refer-
ents are difficult for a nonparticipant to find due to 
the lack of evidence. Three independent annotators 
were able to link 160 of the 542 randomly selected 
messages in the testing set to the meeting entries in 
the knowledge base. The 30% Non-NIL yield on the 
test set is somewhat lower than the 35% reported for 
the training set, perhaps because the difficulty of the 
annotation task may have increased as the company 
grew, or perhaps because of differences in perspec-
tive or ability on the part of the annotators. The 160 
Non-NIL annotations in the testing set are used to 
evaluate the efficacy of our system on linking email 
messages to the referenced meeting entries. We also 
evaluate and analyze the system predictions on the 
NIL links in Section 6.6.  
 
6.2 Evaluation Measures 
 

For each query email message 𝑞!, the set of can-
didate meetings 𝜇! will be sorted by the likelihood 



that they are the true referent according to the SVM 
regression model. If the true referent is in the candi-
date set 𝜇!, let 𝑟! be its rank in the sorted list. If the 
true referent is not in 𝜇!, 𝑟! = +∞.  We use two met-
rics to evaluate linking efficacy: Accuracy over all 
query email messages in 𝑄:  

!
|!|
×|{𝑞! ∈ 𝑄: 𝑟! = 1}|,      (7) 

and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)  
!
|!|
× !

!!!!∈! .            (8) 

Accuracy shows the fraction of queries for which 
the top ranked candidate is the same as the human 
annotation; MRR is a somewhat more forgiving 
measure that gives partial credit for placing the cor-
rect referent lower in the ranked list.   
 
6.3 Linking for Non-NIL 
 

Table 2: Effectiveness measures, Non-NIL queries. 
 Accuracy MRR 
SVM 0.899 0.930 
Random selection 0.312 0.501 

 
Table 2 shows the efficacy of linking Non-NIL 

query email messages to the referenced meeting en-
tries. As the random selection results in Table 2 
show, this good performance can not be explained 
solely by imbalances in the data distribution. For 
example, random selection yields a measured Accu-
racy of 0.312, which reflects the skewed distribution 
of triage results. The triage step (Section 5.2) reduces 
the number of candidates for each query email mes-
sage from all the meeting entries (7,254) to a median 
of 6 candidates by taking the temporal, participant 
and topical information into consideration. After the 
triage step, 33 of the 160 Non-NIL messages (20.6%) 
have a single candidate that turns out to be the true 
referent; these cases account for 0.206 of the 0.312 
measured Accuracy of random selection. Our system 
is able to nearly triple the Accuracy over random 
selection by using all of our features (Section 5.3). 
Next, we explicitly analyze the efficacy of each fea-
ture group individually (Section 6.4) and in combina-
tion (Section 6.5).  
 
6.4 Single Feature Groups 

 
Figure 6 shows the Accuracy for linking the Non-

NIL email messages to the referenced meeting entries 
by using a single group of features. Each bar (Tem-
poral, Participants, Topical, NIL) shows the effect of 
using all (and only) the features in that group. The 
Accuracy for random selection and All (using all  

 
Figure 6: Accuracy for each single feature group. 
 

features) are also shown in Figure 6 for reference. 
We note that the feature groups used have varying 
richness along several dimensions, aggregating dif-
ferent numbers of features, with different feature 
types (binary, integer, of floating point), and different 
degrees of feature correlation.   

Topical features are the best single feature group 
(0.70 Accuracy), and unsurprisingly the features de-
signed for recognizing the absence of the referenced 
meeting entries (NIL features) result in no improve-
ment when tested on Non-NIL messages. Temporal 
features are designed to capture the number of days 
between the email sent date and the meeting date. 
According to the human annotations, 38% of the 
meetings mentioned are on the day the email was 
sent, and 12% of the meeting dates are specified in 
the email message (e.g., marketing meeting on Dec. 
12th). For the reminder of the meetings, email send-
ers are more likely to mention a proximate meeting 
rather than the one long ago or far in the future. Par-
ticipant features are designed to search for the names 
of the email participants in the meeting owners, sub-
jects and descriptions. Within all Non-NIL email 
messages, 48% have overlap between the meeting 
owners and the message participants, and 42% con-
tain the names of email participants in the meeting 
subject or description. Topical features capture the 
degree of overlap for topic indicative terms (e.g., 
Marketing) between the email message and meeting 
entries. On average, less than one keyword (0.69) 
matches in the true referent, but almost no keywords 
(0.03) match in the other candidate meeting entries.  
That sharp difference in distributions is what makes 
this feature group so useful. 
 
6.5 Feature Group Addition 
 

Figure 6 shows that none of the single feature 
groups achieves an Accuracy near that of the full set 
of features. Accuracy thus benefits from the combi-
nation of complementary evidence captured by dif-
ferent feature groups. Figure 7 shows the results of  



 
Figure 7: Feature group addition. 

 
cumulatively adding feature groups. From left to 
right, Random is again the random selection case in 
which no ranking features are used. We then add the 
feature group that provides the greatest gain in the 
Accuracy (Topical, see Section 6.4) yielding an Ac-
curacy of 0.698. Next we try adding each remaining 
feature set, finding that the combination of Topical 
and Temporal features achieves the highest Accuracy 
(0.855).  This is close to the result for using all fea-
ture groups (0.899). Small improvements result from 
further adding the most helpful of the two remaining 
feature sets (Participants) and then from adding NIL 
features. 
 
6.6 Linking for NIL 
 

In our testing set, our independent human annota-
tors were unable to link 70% of the email messages 
to a meeting entry in the knowledge base, either be-
cause the true referent is absent from the knowledge 
base or because of insufficient evidence. In other 
words, these NIL annotations conflate true NILs 
(meetings that are really missing from the knowledge 
base) with unresolvable mentions. For example, if the 
annotator saw an email message from John to Marga-
ret asking “Can we schedule a meeting to discuss the 
Portal Update?” and there are several meetings in the 
knowledge base between John and Margaret shortly 
after that, none of which is called “Portal Update” the 
annotator may simply not be able to reliably infer 
which meeting, if any, was being referred to. This 
problem is reminiscent of the conflation of true NILs 
with unresolvable mentions in the original set of NIL 
annotations for person entity linking in email [9]. In 
that case, just as here (and in contrast to entity linking 
for dissemination-oriented content such as news), the 
annotator lacks access to the full context that was 
available to the email sender and recipients at the 
time that could have helped them to disambiguate the 
proper referent. 

To simulate the human decisions on NIL links 
and further analyze the cause of NIL links, we there-

fore artificially create NIL cases by randomly select-
ing 10% of the Non-NIL email messages and then 
removing the true referent for each from the 
knowledge base.  This reduces the Accuracy on Non-
NIL query email messages to 0.834 (because we do 
the same in the training set, thus training on 10% 
fewer Non-NIL cases) and we can now compare this 
to the Accuracy we obtain on those 16 (i.e., 10% of 
160) artificially created true NIL queries in the test-
ing set, which is 0.438. A manual error analysis 
shows that there are two dominant explanations for 
why NIL queries are incorrectly assigned a 
knowledge base entry: misleading evidence, or pre-
diction with low confidence. For an example of the 
misleading evidence, consider a message sent on 
2001-08-08 regarding “Notes for our Marketing 
group meeting”, for which the true referent is the 
“Marketing group meeting” on 2001-08-06. After 
removing the true referent from the knowledge base, 
the system predicts the referent as the “Marketing 
group meeting” two days earlier on 2001-08-04. Note 
that a human annotator might make the same mistake 
in this situation. For an example of low-confidence 
prediction, consider an email message sent on 2001-
08-08 regarding “Meeting with Greg” for which the a 
true referent is the “one on one with Greg” on 2001-
08-08, but for which the system incorrectly predicts 
the referent as “Meeting with Greg/Mark/John” on 
2001-08-08 after the true referent is removed from 
the knowledge base. In this case a human annotator 
might hesitate to annotate this link and if so they 
would mark the query as NIL. Lacking better candi-
dates, however, our system makes a prediction, albeit 
with low confidence. 
 
7. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

As one step in our broader interest in building 
links between presently stovepiped collaboration 
records, we have developed a system to link mentions 
of meetings found in email messages to a knowledge 
base of meeting entries built from calendar entries. 
Our system works quite well when the mention meet-
ing is present in the knowledge base, although our 
present implementation is a tad overeager to make a 
link when none should be made; we should also try 
other classifier designs. Our present results were ob-
tained on a corporate email collection, and some re-
tuning will likely be needed for the way language is 
used in particular scientific disciplines when, as a 
natural next step, we apply our system with the rec-
ords of a distributed scientific collaboration. In future 
work we are also interested in integrating other 
sources (e.g., instant messaging or automatically gen-
erated teleconference transcripts).  
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